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elementary

Open mind
0 What does Mark think of his neighbourhood?

A It’s quite noisy.
B There isn’t much to do there.
C Not many people live or work there.

1 Mark says the shopping centre
A is always very busy.
B has very nice shops.
C is next to his sister’s house.

2 Mark likes to be out in May
A because he can eat outside.
B because the streets aren’t very busy.
C because there are a lot of flowers to see.

3 Rafael’s flat is
A too big for him.
B near where he studies.
C in a dangerous part of the city.

4 Near his flat, Rafael
A plays football.
B watches football.
C buys football T-shirts.

5 The text is about
A flats.
B festivals.
C neighbourhoods.

Writing
Read the forum below and write about what 
there is to do/visit where you live.

Forum: One day in…
Subject: Where to go? Help!
I’m only here for one week and I don’t know what to 
do. What is there to do/visit?
Thanks!

For example: 
My city is very exciting – there are many shops…

Listening
Listen and choose the correct answer.

0 The man wants to find a cashpoint / supermarket.

1 The supermarket is on the High Street / next to 
the bank.

2 The man and the woman are in the main square / 
park.

3 To get to the supermarket go past / turn left at the 
police station.

4 The supermarket is opposite / next to the art gallery.

5 The cashpoint is inside / outside the supermarket.

Reading
Read the text. For each question choose the 
correct answer A, B or C.

Mark: I live in one of the most populated areas in the 
world. It’s always very noisy and there’s a lot of 
traffic. There are lots of offices near my block of 
flats and at the weekend hundreds of people 
come here to eat in the fantastic restaurants. 
There’s a big shopping centre near my home, 
but I never go there because it’s always full of 
people. I prefer the nice small shops where my 
sister lives. In May there’s a great flower festival 
in the street, though. I love being outside then.

Rafael: I have a small flat in an expensive part of 
London. I really don’t want to pay so much 
rent, but if I want a less expensive place I have 
to live far from my college and spend a lot of 
money on transport. I can walk to college from 
my flat and there are lots of cheap places to eat 
around here. There is also a football stadium a 
few blocks away. I’ve got a special season ticket 
and I go to all the matches.
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